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Introduction

Felix Dane

Representative of the Konrad Adenauer Foundation to Brazil 

The international security order has found itself suffering beneath the 
strain of significant tensions these past years. With every publication 
of this series the problems analysed seem to have worsened: From the 
rise of ISIS to the situation in the Ukraine; from the refugee crisis in 
Europe to maritime tensions in East and South China Seas; from hybrid 
warfare to climate change; from a seemingly never-ending economic 
crisis to drug trafficking networks; from renewed nuclear threats to 
cyber warfare. The list appears endless and the international system, 
in turmoil.

 Particularly troublesome is the backdrop upon which these tensions 
occur: the security status quo has fundamentally changed. Actors, 
frameworks and interconnections have all grown more complex and 
diffuse. Challenges such as the heightened importance of hybrid con-
flicts have come to the fore. Traditional means of warfare will, of 
course, not fade away, but in this protean 21st century they are no 
longer central to victory. The techniques used by both ISIS and Russia 
illustrate that cutting edge information technology, including model-
ling and simulation, constitute the tools of modern warfare. The speed 
of the interconnected world has spread to conflict, which has become 
adaptive to policies and countermeasures, as well as able to embed it-
self within traditional legal structures.
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It is interesting then, that in this modern context, old discussions of geopolitics un-
fold anew; states, it seems, still follow predominantly realist lines, planning their ac-
tions as strategic moves to increase their relative power. The developments that led 
to Russia’s annexation of Crimea illustrate this well. Moscow›s aggressive steps in 
Eastern Europe profoundly altered defence and security planning in the Euro-Atlantic 
realm. Meanwhile, the situation in the South China Sea is setting off alarm bells in 
the Asian continent. The rapid increase of Islamist violence equally challenged inter-
national security and damaged domestic order in large parts of the Middle East and 
of Northern Africa. 

The implications of these multiple conflicts go far beyond these respective regions and 
are broader than the mere posing of security policy challenges. They suggest instead 
that the international order of the post-1945 world, based on liberal values and princi-
ples as well as upon a respect for international law, may be at risk of crumbling away. 

The globalisation process itself both causes and extends all these new tensions and 
changes in the security status quo. The advent and spread of multipolarity can have 
one of two effects: it will either exert a stabilising influence due to interconnectivity 
and trade, or it will increase conflict since far more players will have access to military, 
economic and political means. 

Confronted with this fast-paced and so easily mutable international security arena, 
global players will have to firstly innovate: developing new defence and security poli-
cies, technologies and reconceptualisations of the world; secondly, they will need to 
return to basics: recommitting to key values such as peace and freedom, diplomacy 
and dialogue. The former includes development of anti-access and area denial (A2AD) 
policies; setting guidelines for ambitious mechanisms of cooperative surveillance and 
Intel sharing; shifting focus to the global maritime basins, to cite but a few. The latter, 
meanwhile, involves revitalising the traditional structures of the multilateral order; 
deepening ties between democratic nations; forging new agreements within coopera-
tion fora on the key security issues of our time. 

And indeed, cooperation surrounding geopolitical interests, between emerging coun-
tries and developed nations, and/or between networked democracies could help to ad-
vance the collective security agenda, nudging the world towards a new paradigm for 
peace and stability. Here, both NATO and the European Union; both Brazil and Latin 
America as a whole – will need to engage with strategic neighbours as well as with key 
international partners to bolster their security and capacities. Future challenges may 
bring democracies together. In particular a partnership between Brazil and Europe – 
in many fields but also in defence – has much potential to be explored.
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To this end, a decisive political investment towards strengthening bilateral relations 
will be required. In the near future, there might be more convergence between Brazil 
and Europe on global security issues and governance mechanisms. However, concerns 
regarding sovereignty and resource protection as well as efforts towards reconciling 
food, energy and environmental security concerns might lead to political differences. 
Here, the role of leadership will be crucial – on both sides of the Atlantic.

It is, in short, now up to the society of states as a whole to determine which version of 
multipolarity they desire and to ensure that our increasingly interconnected world re-
turns to a path of peace and stability.

Promoting dialogue, stimulating debate, and furthering knowledge of world affairs 
is the primary aim of the Konrad Adenauer Foundation. Over the course of more 
than a decade, the Foundation – together with its partner, the Brazilian Centre for 
International Relations and with the support of the Delegation of the European 
Union – has organised the Forte de Copacabana International Security Conference. 
This annual event is dedicated to the exchange of ideas through academic and policy-
oriented debate, as well as the promotion of key networks. The conference has become 
the largest in its field within Latin America; together with its annual publication, they 
form two examples of the Foundation’s many dialogue fora, reinforcing the link be-
tween North and South. Brazil and Europe may be set in different geopolitical reali-
ties, yet both share a common interest in a secure and stable world order.

In the present volume writers were invited to ponder the question of the world poli-
tics of security. Each writer has chosen a different angle from which to analyse cross-
cutting themes that form part of the wider umbrella of the world politics of security. 
Assembled as a whole, we hope to illustrate the complex net of divergences and com-
monalities, with a view to shining a light on the often shadowy issues of the world 
politics of security in the modern day. We hope to stimulate the debate and enhance 
the dialogue between these two regions.

North and South here join forces as one to consider International Security issues which 
surpass such dichotomies. The challenges the world faces have become increasingly 
diffuse, hybrid and geographically unfettered. But this also means that they affect us 
all. To which the only response can be more – and better – cooperation. 

Rio de Janeiro, October 2015


